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**Highlights of the Course**

- **Duration**: The refresher course will be of two weeks' duration, with a minimum of 72 contact hours.
- **No NOC Required**
- **Self-Paced Course**
- **Graded E-Certificates (Blockchain)**
- **Beneficial for CAS**
- **Blended Course using LM and Live sessions**

**Registration & Course Fee**

**STEP I** -- All the aspirants are requested to pay registration fee by NEFT/UPI/IMPS/PayTm details of the account are:

- **Account Name**: Principal Ramanujan college
- **Account Number**: 072001003912
- **IFSC Code**: ICIC0000720
- **BANK AND BRANCH**: ICICI BANK LTD. Kalkaji, New Delhi-110019
- **MICR CODE**: 110229078

**STEP II** -- The candidates are required to register online after paying registration fee and by using following links:

- **For Indian Participants**: [https://forms.gle/QjBJA1VrEYQy4QBc8](https://forms.gle/QjBJA1VrEYQy4QBc8)
- **For Specially Abled (Including VI) participants**: [https://forms.gle/B6i5RLpFR3rNYLu48](https://forms.gle/B6i5RLpFR3rNYLu48)
- **For International Participants**: [https://forms.gle/mGaR5QXnukooruzi8](https://forms.gle/mGaR5QXnukooruzi8)

---

**Topics**

- **Academic Bank of Credits (ABC) Scheme - Objectives, Organisational Structure, Functions and Implementation methodology**
- **Eligibility Criteria for approval of HEIs to participate in the ABC Scheme**
- **Monitoring, support and Quality assurance of Universities under ABC**
- **Penalties on the institutions for acts in violation of these Regulations**
- **Lessons learnt from Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) functioning**
- **Blended Learning Environment, Structures and Role of Teachers along with Learners in GL Environment**
- **ICT Initiatives - MOOCs, SWAYAM, Learning and Evaluation Platforms like LMS, SimLab+, Virtual Lab**
- **ICT Tools- Blogging, Concept-mapping, Mindmapping, infographic tools**
- **Implementation of BL: Teaching Pedagogies for Online and Face-to-face Modes**
- **Learning Management System- for student assessment and feedback**
- **Technology Infrastructure Logistics Requirements**
- **Innovative trends in Evaluation and Assessment under BL Mode**
- **IPSIT Model in BL Mode- Essential Technology and Resources, Essential Pedagogy, Effective Feedback**

---
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